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ABSTRACT

Information seeking conversations between users and Conversational Search Agents (CSAs) consist of multiple turns of interaction. While users initiate a search session, ideally a CSA should sometimes take the lead in the conversation by obtaining feedback from the user by offering query suggestions or asking for query clarifications i.e. mixed initiative. This creates the potential for more engaging conversational searches, but substantially increases the complexity of modelling and evaluating such scenarios due to the large interaction space coupled with the trade-offs between the costs and benefits of the different interactions. In this paper, we present a model for conversational search – from which we instantiate different observed conversational search strategies, where the agent elicits: (i) Feedback-First, or (ii) Feedback-After. Using 49 TREC WebTrack Topics, we performed an analysis comparing how well these different strategies combine with different mixed initiative approaches: (i) Query Suggestions vs. (ii) Query Clarifications. Our analysis reveals that there is no superior or dominant combination, instead it shows that query clarifications are better when asked first, while query suggestions are better when asked after presenting results. We also show that the best strategy and approach depends on the trade-offs between the relative costs between querying and giving feedback, the performance of the initial query, the number of assessments per query, and the total amount of gain required. While this work highlights the complexities and challenges involved in analyzing CSAs, it provides the foundations for evaluating conversational strategies and conversational search agents in batch/offline settings.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Information systems → Users and interactive retrieval;  • Human-centered computing → HCI design and evaluation methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Conversational Search (CS) is an emerging area of research that aims to couch the information seeking process within a conversational format [5, 19, 21]. CS differs from the traditional query-response paradigm by providing more agency through improved query understanding and the persistence of the conversational context [61, 65]. The exciting prospect of Conversational Search Agents (CSAs) has spurred considerable research into the development of the underlying methods to support such agents. Of particular interest have been methods that facilitate mixed initiative approaches that aim to enhance the agent’s understanding of the user’s information need through query suggestions (i.e. refinements, expansions, etc.) or through query clarifications (i.e. questions that seek to clarify the query, elicit the user preferences, etc.) [1–3, 37, 50, 68]. This is because mixed initiative interactions are seen as a key property of a conversational search agent [49] which has the potential to increase user engagement and user satisfaction [35]. While various efforts have focused on building the infrastructure to support the inclusion of clarifying questions, and numerous methods proposed to generate or select good questions [3, 17, 25, 39, 52, 68, 69], little work has evaluated or compared the use of such methods within the context of a CS session in a batch/offline setting — largely because the possible state space increases exponentially with interaction, coupled with the lack of a user model for CS. So while there has been considerable effort in the community to engage in single and mixed initiative conversations, little has been done to understand how they impact performance during CS sessions.

In this work, our goal is to provide a user model for conversational search that can be used to evaluate mixed initiative approaches and conversational strategies. While asking query clarifications and offering query suggestions may lead to increases in user satisfaction in certain scenarios [35], it also imposes additional costs on the user; the premise being that the investment in feedback will lead to greater returns later. And so the costs and the expected gains associated with different mixed initiative approaches will determine whether eliciting or giving feedback is worthwhile compared to other actions that could be taken (e.g. re-querying or assessing) [9, 57]. So how should...
an agent interact with a user? Should it ask a series of clarifications, and then present results, or present results, and then ask for clarifications? Or, not ask any clarifications? It is very much an open question what conversational search strategy should be employed in order to minimise the conversational cost while maximising the user’s gain. And, how different mixed initiative approaches would influence the choice of strategy given the user’s interactions (i.e. whether they assess more, give more feedback, or issue more queries). In this paper, we aim to provide insights into these research questions by modelling the CS process and then measuring the costs and benefits of different CS strategies and mixed initiative approaches.

2 BACKGROUND
Over the past few years, an increasing amount of attention has been directed toward developing methods that enable CS and the development of CSA, for example: ranking results given the conversation [22, 66], generating clarifying questions [3, 68, 70], studying system-initiative interactions [62], and presenting results [55]. Less attention, however, has been focused on developing user models for evaluating CS which can be used to analyse CSAs and CS strategies.

One of the first CS systems was proposed by Croft and Thompson [20], called PR. It acted as an expert intermediary system, communicating with the user during a search session. Since then, other researchers have developed more elaborate approaches. For example, Belkin et al. [14] offered users choices in a search session using case-based reasoning. While, Allen et al. [4] were among the first to study mixed initiative conversations, which they defined as “a flexible interaction strategy in which each agent (human or computer) contributes what it is best suited at the most appropriate time”. However, since then researchers have mainly focused on single-initiative interaction such as rule-based conversational systems [63] and spoken language understanding approaches [26, 47]. Mixed initiative, though, provides a mechanism for the agent to improve its understanding of the user’s information need by obtaining feedback by offering query suggestions (i.e. refinements to the query) or query clarifications (i.e. questions that seek to clarify the query) [3, 50, 68]. As previously mentioned, this idea of mixed initiative and the system taking agency has led to the development of CSAs. Inspired by models and work on conversations and dialogue systems (e.g. COR, etc. [14, 43, 46, 53]), Radlinski and Craswell [49] developed a theoretical framework, that puts forward five key properties that a search system needs to have in order to be “conversational”. These properties are:

- **User Revealment** where the user discloses to the agent their information needs,
- **Agent Revealment** where the agent reveals what the agent understands, what actions it can perform, and what options are available to the user,
- **Set Retrieval** where the agent needs to be able to work with, manipulate and explain the sets of options/objects which are retrieved given the conversational context,
- **Memory** where the agent tracks and manages the state of the conversation and the user’s information need, and,
- **Mixed Initiative** where both the agent and the user can take the initiative and direct the conversation search process.

Azzopardi et al. [9] extended this framework by defining the specific actions associated with these aspects. For example, within mixed initiative, they suggest that agents could seek to provide query suggestions or query clarifications that help to refine the user’s information need, or seek to elicit the user’s preferences, while users could, conversely, suggest refinements and disclose preferences. Trippas et al. [57] examined how searchers interacted with intermediaries (who used the search engine), engaged actions and observed that searchers generally switched between query formulation (user revelation) and result exploration (set retrieval), but also provided relevance feedback and clarifications. Following on from this work, Trippas et al. [59] suggested a more general classification of the different interactions grounded by empirical studies – their high level model delineates between: (i) discourse level actions, that enable discourse management, grounding, visibility, and navigation and (ii) task level actions, that are specific to the search such as handling queries, search assistance (e.g. clarifying queries), presenting results, and search progression. In another empirical study that analysed a number of CS datasets, Vakulenko et al. [60] found that users issue a query to the agent, and then the agent may respond with a request to clarify/refine the information need, or provide a list of results. The user could then respond by either issuing a new query, responding to the request, providing feedback, or assessing a result. They referred to this as the QFRA model [60]. They observed different patterns of behaviour such as query-feedback loops, where several rounds of feedback to clarify/refine their query were observed, before results were assessed (Feedback-First), and assessment-feedback loops, where the user inspected results and then provided feedback to clarify/refine their query (Feedback-After).

Zhang et al. [72] proposed a System Ask, User Respond paradigm, which is akin to query-refinement, where after the initial request is made, the agent will ask for refinements/clarifications until it is confident enough to present results. Kaushik et al. [52] presented a system sided workflow model consisting of the steps the agent takes when dealing with a user’s request (e.g. handling greetings and error handling). Under their model when a query is entered, it is checked and if a clarification is needed, the user is asked for one clarification, else, the agent retrieves and presents three results. If these are not relevant, or the user wants to see more items, they can request another three results. Alternatively, they can request to view the document (or a summary of). Otherwise, they can issue a new query (or stop). A similar approach is presented in [64] where up to eight rounds of feedback were performed. While Dubiel et al. [23] presented a similar conversational workflow model, however, the agent asks for up to three rounds of feedback to refine the user’s request, before presenting two results. More recently, Lipani et al. [38] they proposed a CS model based on exploring subtopics via a query-response paradigm, however, it did not consider feedback. In this work, we aim to explicitly model feedback and explore its impact within the conversational search process.

The various models proposed share a number of commonalities inherent to Interactive Information Retrieval (IIR). Interaction consists of a number of turns based around: Query Formulation, where the user expresses their query, Result Exploration, where the user examines results, and Query Reformulation, where the user updates their query [40, 51]. In terms of modelling, simulating, and evaluating the IIR process, the focus has largely been on considering sessions, rather than mixed initiatives. For example, the user browsing model which is at the heart of most IR evaluation metrics, assumes a user
will pose a query, and then examine documents in a top-down fashion [18, 45]. For IIR, the model has been extended such that the user decides with some probability of examining the next document, or issuing a new query [13], or examining a fixed number of documents before issuing a new query [7]. Through modelling the IIR process it has been shown trade-offs emerge between querying and assessing [7], where, for example, Azzopardi et al. [10] found that as query cost increased, users submitted fewer queries, and compensated by examining more results. But, to model CS, it is clear that the mixed initiative (feedback turn) needs to be explicitly considered within the user model. However, this will add additional complexities – and invariably introduce new trade-offs because gathering feedback to refine or clarify the query will come at a cost – which may or may not lead to more gain – and so issuing a new query or assessing another result may be more beneficial. In [9, 59], they point out that it is important for CSA to maximise the gain it delivers to the user, while trying to minimise the cost – and thus maximise the rate of gain (following Grice’s Maxims of Conversation [24]). With the introduction of mixed initiative approaches and different CS strategies for engaging with a CSA there are many open questions. Is giving feedback (clarifications or suggestions) worth the cost, under what conditions is it beneficial, and, what type of CS strategy (feedback first or after) leads to a higher rate of gain?

3 A MODEL OF CONVERSATIONAL SEARCH

As previously discussed, conceptually conversational search can be seen as a special case of IIR [19] – where the interaction between the user and the agent is based around conversational turns – and the agent is more active in the seeking process through mixed initiative interactions. So far we have not specified the details of the CSA, which could be: (i) a voice only CSA often via a virtual assistant [23, 36, 51, 58, 59]), (ii) a chat based CSA (that is in-situ within a platform like Slack [6] or Telegram [67]), (iii) an augmented search engine interface [16], or (iv) a multi-modal virtual assistant [30, 67]. Given the wide range of CSAs, it is not possible to fully model them all – so we need to make a number of assumptions about the type CSA we will model. Below, we outline what affordances the agent provides, and then what actions a user can take with respect to the search process e.g. we are focusing on the salient search interactions (task level), and not on modelling error handling, pit-chat, etc.(discourse level). Given a CSA, we assume that the agent can initiate or respond as follows:

(i) present results/answers to the user given their query,
(ii) request additional feedback to update the query,
(iii) or some combination of these.

The response (or combined response, and order of) will depend on numerous factors e.g. the modality of the agent, bandwidth available, and agent capabilities. We assume that the user in turn can perform the following actions during the search process:

(i) issue a query,
(ii) provide feedback, or
(iii) assess a result/answer.

Given the affordances of the agent and how the user can interact with the agent, then we can conceptualise the conversational search process as a series of turns consisting of three main turn types: ($\tau_2$) query turn, ($\tau_F$) feedback turn, and ($\tau_A$) assessment turn.

Figure 1: Example chat-based CSA where one agent asks clarifications questions before presenting results (top), while the other agent asks query suggestions after presenting results (bottom). An open question is what strategy (e.g. initiate first or after results) and what type of mixed initiative (e.g. clarifications or refinements) leads to a better CS?

As previously mentioned, how the agent responds will be different depending on the type of agent, its modality, and the current context. For example, (i) a voice only CSA needs to be very sensitive to the limited and serial bandwidth of speech, and so responses are likely to be shorter, (ii) a multi-modal CSA could present a more detailed combined response i.e. a search engine result page that asks a number of requests for feedback (via query suggestions, facets, etc.), provides many results, etc., while (iii) a chat based CSA agent has some restrictions on screen space and bandwidth within the chat window, but has the advantage over voice only CSAs because the conversation is persistent so the user can refer back to options, etc. For the purposes of this work, we will assume that the CSA is a chat-based CSA like that in Fig. 1 which represents the interfaces explored in [6, 32, 67]. Of note is that depending on the interface and its modality, the cost of different conversational turns will vary – and this will impact on how much gain the user accumulates from their conversation with the agent. As proposed in [9, 58], we also assume that a user wants to maximise the amount of gain they receive from the system, while trying to minimise the cost of the conversation (where the cost could be the total number of turns, or the total time taken to perform those turns). Note that the assumed objective does not necessarily mean that a user prefers a shorter conversation, but
one that yields a higher rate of gain. An open question then is how should a user and CSA work together in order to maximise the user’s rate of gain? Should the user give many rounds of feedback, or should they examine some results, and then give feedback to the system? Should the CSA request more feedback, or provide more results?

3.1 Modelling the Conversation Search Process

To model the conversation search process, we draw upon the previous work that has conceptualised conversational and interactive search, with the aim to formalise the key actions/turns described above within a Markov Decision Process (MDP) model (as done in [12, 13, 41, 45, 56] for IIR). In these works, MDPs (or variants of) have been used to represent key decisions that users make when searching and interacting with a system and their key actions that they take. For example, the simple User Browsing Model (UBM) that underpins most metrics in IR [18], assumes that a user will issue a query, then assess a result item accumulating some gain if it is relevant. The user then decides to either continue and assess the next item with some probability of continuing or stop examining result items [44, 45]. In [41, 56], the UBM was extended to IIR to include additional decision points to model session search. However, because conversational search affords mixed initiative where feedback can be elicited from the user, the process is much more complicated. This additional affordance means that we need to include other decision points to capture these conversational turns – and integrate the feedback process with the browsing process within the larger context of the search session.

Fig. 2 presents our model of the CS process – where we have broken up each of the user choices into binary decisions (denoted by diamonds), and the three actions/turns with circles. We assume that the user starts the search process by issuing a query ($\tau_0$). Given the query, the agent responds either with a list of results, clarifications, suggestions, or a combination of. Essentially the agent presents the “search engine result page” either via a web page or a chatbot via text (as in the Figure 1) or through speech. Given the response, the user may decide to either inspect results or give feedback depending on what options are presented by the agent. If they choose to assess a result ($\tau_A$) they follow the typical UBM, shown in light purple. While if they choose to provide feedback ($\tau_F$) then they follow the User Feedback Model (UFM) shown in light green.

Following the UBM, if a user performs a $\tau_A$ turn, then they inspect a result item, where it is assumed that they will accumulate some gain if the result is relevant, and then they need to decide whether to perform another $\tau_A$ turn, or not [44, 45]. The decision to continue, would of course, depend on a number of factors such as how much gain has been accumulated, how many items have been examined/assessed, etc. [44]. Once they decide to stop assessing, the user may decide to give feedback to the agent, in order to refine/expand their current query, or not. If not, the user can then decide whether to re-formulate their query, in which case repeating the process. Otherwise, they stop searching. Similarly, in the case, where the user decides to give feedback ($\tau_F$), the user can provide feedback to the agent, where it is assumed that the agent will provide an updated response, and then the user needs to decide whether to perform another round of feedback ($\tau_F$), or not. Once they stop giving feedback, the user can decide whether to go back to assessing, or not. And, if not they then need to decide whether to re-query, or stop searching altogether.

Fig. 1 presents two example conversations. In the top example, the user issues a query, and the agent responds by asking a query clarification, the user responds and then the agent presents a number of results. In the bottom example, the user issues a query, and the agent responds with a number of results, followed by a request for feedback via query suggestions, to which the user responds, and the conversational continues. However, the space of possible sequences of different turns grows rapidly. And, herein lies the complexity of evaluating conversational search – after $t$ turns, the number of possible sequential sequences, is approximately $3^t$ for a fully mixed initiative CSA. Nonetheless, the number of possible sequences of conversational turns exponentially increases with the number of turns. This presents an open challenge in evaluating Conversational Search Agents.

3.2 Instantiating the User Model for CS

In order to make the problem tractable, we need to reduce the number of possibilities so that we can simulate and then evaluate the CS process. Grounded by observed behaviours from [60], we propose two strategies for conversational search:

- **Feedback First (FF):** where the user performs a query-feedback loop before assessing. That is, after querying the user given $F$ rounds of feedback, before assessing $A$ items.

- **Feedback After (FA):** where the user performs assessment-feedback loops, where after assessing $A$ items, the user gives feedback, and then repeats the process $F$ times.

These two interaction models represent two “pure” strategies that users/agents might evolve/apply. The first approach, Feedback-First, represents a CSA that is like a Librarian or Booking agent. Here, the agent asks the user a number of clarifying questions or makes a number of suggestions to refine the user’s information need before presenting results to the user. The second approach, of Feedback...
After, represents a more exploratory search setting where the user learns about the topic, and then provides feedback to the agent to progress their search through the topic space. While in practice it is likely that the optimal CS strategy would be a mixture of FA and FF, investigating these strategies is feasible, and has not been previously evaluated. Given these two strategies, we aim to draw insights into how and when they are more successful and under what conditions. For example, how do the performance of the initial query, the cost of turns, the type of feedback, and the searcher’s strategy interact and influence performance?

3.3 Evaluating the Gain and Cost of CS

While evaluation in a traditional IR setting is primarily concerned with measuring the expected utility of a ranked list, CS introduces an interaction space that grows exponentially with interaction. This makes evaluating different strategies and methods more complicated, because the different interactions have different costs and provide different benefits. For example, giving feedback comes at a cost, on the hope that it will lead to accruing more gain later on. Obviously, if feedback turns are expensive, and they don’t lead to greater increased gain, then the “conversational” part of the search may not be beneficial. To represent the costs associated with each action, we model the cost for the conversational turns $τ_Q$, $τ_F$ and $τ_A$ as $c(τ_Q)$, $c(τ_F)$ and $c(τ_A)$, respectively. The cost associated with each turn will depend on the response and the modality of the CSA. Consequently, when considering which CS strategy or which CSA is better than another, we cannot be agnostic to the cost of the conversation. Both cost and gain arising from the CS need to be measured. In the CS setting, we can generalise the cumulative gain metric from traditional IR evaluations [28] to turns, where the Turn-based Cumulative Gain of a sequence of conversational turns is: $G(t_1,...,t_T) = \sum_{i=1}^{T} g(t_i)$ where $T$ is the total number of turns, and $g(t_i)$ is the gain obtained from the $i$th turn, and $t_i$ is either $τ_Q$, $τ_F$ or $τ_A$. As each turn comes at a cost, then the total cost, is: $C(t_1,...,t_T) = \sum_{i=1}^{T} c(t_i)$, where $c(t_i)$ is the cost of performing the $i$th turn. The subsequent rate of gain, can then be calculated as total gain divided by the total cost: $R(t_1,...,t_T) = \frac{G(t_1,...,t_T)}{C(t_1,...,t_T)}$. While discounting or session based metrics could be applied [11, 29, 38], we leave such directions for further work, as it is not clear how the discounts would or should be applied in this context.

4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

In the context of conversational information seeking, where a user wants to explore a topic, and find out about various facets of the topic, through a conversational chatbot interface (like the one in Fig. 1), we aim to obtain insights into the following research questions:

- How does the conversational strategy (Feedback-First or Feedback-After) affect performance?
- How does the mixed initiative approach (Clarification or Suggestion) affect the performance?
- How is the strategy and/or approach affected by the quality of the initial query?
- How is the strategy and/or approach affected by changes in the cost of turns?

5 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

To answer our research questions, we have opted to undertake a simulated analysis as done in previous works on IIR [8, 27, 31, 33, 41, 42, 71]. This is because the space of possible interaction sequences is very large and evaluating the different combinations would not be feasible in a user study. However, we do ground our analysis by conducting a user study to obtain estimates of the costs of performing different turns using a text based CSA (as in Fig. 1).

Collection. Following Aliannejadi et al. [3] we use the topics created as part of the TREC Web Track from 2009 to 2012, based on the ClueWeb09-Category B collection. The collection consists of 198 topics. Each topic consists of a series of facets that the user would like to explore – making them suitable to explore in a conversational manner because clarifications and suggestions can help refine or redirect the search towards the different facets that the user wants to explore. To ensure having a reasonable space of exploration, we filter out the topics that have fewer than four facets or fewer than ten relevant documents. These steps lead us to 49 topics with a total of 211 facets (approx 4.3 per topic).

Conversational Search Agent. For our study, the CSA is defined by: (i) the conversational strategy that it employs either Feedback-First (FF) or Feedback-After (FA), (ii) the mixed initiative approach of Query Clarification (QC) or Query Suggestion (QS), (iii) the number of rounds of feedback that it offers (F), and (iv) the number of result items it presents to be assessed by the user (A).

Retrieval of Results. Given the query, and any subsequent clarifications or suggestions, we pre-process the query terms (i.e. stopword removal and stemming) and submit it to the retrieval system. To retrieve the ranked list of documents, we use an extension of the Query Likelihood Model (QLM) for CS proposed in Aliannejadi et al. [3] with the suggested parameters. The model is a linear interpolation of the language model based on the query submitted by the user, and the language model based on the feedback. Once the results are retrieved, the result lists are filtered, and only previously unseen result items are presented to the user. We assume the CSA has a memory of what results the user has already seen.

User Interactions. Following the user model presented in Fig. 2, we assume that the user follows the search strategy given by the specific CSA. Below we describe how our simulated users generate queries which they issue during query turns, and then describe the feedback presented to them during feedback turns.

Query Generation (Q). To generate the queries we employed the approach given by [8, 31]. For each topic, a language model is created given the set of documents relevant to the topic. Then, to generate a query of length $L$, terms are sampled without replacement from the top 20 terms given their relative entropy in the language model.

Feedback (F) - Query Clarifications and Query Suggestions. Given the query issued, we assume that the agent is able to either (i) ask clarifying questions or (ii) provide query suggestions. The answers to the clarifying questions, or selection of the query suggestions, are then used to improve the query representation. Each $τ_F$ turn is expected to lead to a better query representation, which in turn should lead to improved query performance. We take two approaches for simulating feedback:

- Query Clarifications. For clarifications, we used the query clarifications from the Qulac dataset [3] along with the human responses. We followed [37] and pre-processed the data to remove redundant clarifications and low quality answers.
• **Query Suggestions.** For suggestions, we used the same query generation algorithm as before to generate additional terms used as suggestions. As shown in Fig. 1, the user is presented with four query suggestions, and when giving feedback the user selects a suggestion at random.

Each successive round of feedback given, adds additional terms to the original query. We checked the performance of the resulting expanded queries given the query clarifications or suggestions and found that there was no significant difference between the two approaches at neither P@10 nor P@20.

**Calculating the Gain.** To calculate the gain, we follow Section 3.3, where we assume that the user only accumulates gain on an assessment turn ($\tau_A$), where $g(\tau_A) = 1$ when the user assesses a previously unseen relevant item, otherwise $g(\tau_A) = 0$ and for the other turns: $g(\tau_Q) = \tau(\tau_F) = 0$. That is, a user only received gain when they are provided with relevant and novel information during the conversation (as done in [7, 13, 41, 54]).

**Estimating the Cost.** To ground the estimation of the costs for each of the conversational turns, we conducted a user study where we designed four crowdsourcing tasks (HITs) on Amazon Mechanical Turk\(^1\). In all of our tasks, we first showed the user a search topic description (from a total of five search topics from the TREC Web Track). Our choice of topic was based on their difficulty and type (informational and faceted), aiming to cover a wide spectrum of search tasks in the study. Each search session started with a query from the user. Once the user clicks the Search button, they were shown either a result snippet or document and asked to judge its relevance (definitely relevant, possibly relevant, non-relevant). As soon as the worker assessed one snippet (or document), we show the next snippet (or document). We repeated this process for five results. After assessing the fifth result, we instructed the workers to either: (i) re-formulate their query to look for a different facet of the topic, (ii) provide feedback by answering a clarifying question, or (iii) select one of the four query suggestions. Each HIT provided data for 20 result assessments, 1 or 4 queries, and 3 rounds of feedback. We had 81 workers undertake the HITs, who submitted 144 queries, assessed 1,280 result snippets, 1,000 result web pages, and provided 268 responses to feedback. The average time taken to issue a query was 29.3 seconds, to assess a result snippet was 6.3 seconds, to assess a result web page was 17.0 seconds, while the average time to provide feedback was 8.3 seconds. While in practice the cost of selecting suggestions vs. providing clarifications will differ depending on the implementation we wanted to compare the two approaches as fairly as possible — and thus kept the feedback costs the same between mixed initiatives.

To calculate the total cost, we follow Section 3.3 where we set the costs as: $c(\tau_Q) = 29.3$, and $c(\tau_F) = 8.3$. For estimating $c(\tau_A)$ we draw upon past work [13, 54], where the cost of assessing an item depends on its relevance, such that: $c(\tau_A) = c(s) + c(d)(P(C = 1|R = 1) + P(C = 1|R = 0))$ where the cost of inspecting a snippet is $c(s) = 6.3$, the cost of inspecting the document is $c(d) = 17.0$ and $P(C = 1|R)$ is the probability of clicking on the item given its relevance. In this work, we set $P(C = 1|R = 1) = 1$ and $P(C = 1|R = 0) = 0$, and thus assume the user only inspects relevant items but always pays the cost of examining the snippet regardless of relevance. One could explore more sophisticated click models, e.g., to account for position and trust bias. We leave exploration of these options for future work. While this is a very optimistic setting – we found including mis-clicks on non-relevant items or lower probabilities of clicking relevant items had little impact on which strategy/approach resulted in a higher rate of gain – only that changes lowered the overall rate of gain of all conditions. Instead, our findings show that the relative costs between querying and giving feedback play a much larger role in the choice of strategy/approach (see §6.4). We leave modelling other variations in cost for future work.

**Simulated Analysis.** To perform the analysis, we first decided on the CS strategy (i.e. FF or FA) and a mixed initiative approach (i.e. QC or QS) the agent would adopt, and then simulated the interaction as follows. For each topic, we assume that a user submits a query to the agent. The user either gives feedback and then examines results, or examines results and then gives feedback depending on the CS strategy. We recorded costs and gains as the number of queries (Q) is varied from 1 to 15, the number of rounds of feedback (F) is varied from 1 to 10, and the number of results assessed (A) is varied from 1 to 20. The total number of conversational turns for the FF strategy is $Q \times (F+1) \times A$. The entire process was repeated 20 times for each of the 49 topics, for each strategy and mixed initiative (2x2). To explore the influence of query quality on CS we varied the length of queries during the generation process from 1 to 4. This resulted in over 12 million simulated CS sessions being generated for our analysis\(^2\).

## 6 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

To focus the presentation of our results, we will constrain our reports to the interactions within ten minutes (of simulated time) — and unless stated otherwise, present the results when the starting query is of length two ($L=2$).

### 6.1 Conversational Trade-offs

To provide some insights into the trade-off between the different conversational turns, in Fig. 3 we have plotted queries (Q) vs assessments (A) for the different rounds of feedback (F) for each conversational strategy and mixed initiative approach. The plots show the interactions for approx. 10 minutes of simulated time. From the plots we can see that as more rounds of feedback are included, the number of queries and the number of assessments decrease — because given a conversational search session of a similar length, taking an F turn comes at the expense of taking an alternative turn. When we compare the Feedback-First strategy (left) to a Feedback-After strategy (right), we can see that Q and A decrease by a greater amount. Recall, though, the subtle difference between conditions: in the FF strategy users perform F rounds of feedback, then examine A items, while in the FA strategy every round of feedback means they examine A items. If we examine the query plots, we can see that as the number of rounds of feedback (F) increases, then the number of queries issued (Q) and the number of assessments performed (A) decreases. For the FA strategy the number of possible queries decreases at a much faster rate as F increases because of the successive rounds of assessing after each round of feedback. Given the space of possible

\(^1\)http://mturk.com

After (FA), vs. the Mixed Initiative (MI) approaches: Query Clarification we observed a similar trend in the bottom left plot, but not as pronounced. To answer our main research question of how performance is affected by the conversational strategies: Feedback-First (FF) or Feedback-After (FA), vs. the Mixed Initiative (MI) approaches: Query Clarification (QC) or Query Suggestion (QS), we considered how the rate of gain (R) changed as the number of assessments (A) and levels of feedback (F) were varied for different CSA combinations.

First, we can how the different MI approaches perform for the FF strategy by inspected the left hand plots in Fig. 4. The top left plot shows that when query clarifications are employed it leads to substantial increases in the rate of gain over the baseline (i.e. when no feedback is given/provided $F=0$). Additional rounds of feedback increase the rate of gain but with diminishing returns. While as the number of assessments per query (A) increases, the rate of gain also increases. This makes sense, because the investment in improving the query means that more relevant information is surfaced later on. However, when query suggestions are offered with the FF strategy, we observed a similar trend in the bottom left plot, but not as pronounced. In fact, after two rounds of query suggestions the rate of gain starts to decrease such that five iterations results in similar gain to the no feedback baseline.

The plots on the right hand side of Fig. 4, show how the two mixed initiatives perform under the FA strategy. When query clarifications are offered after the user assesses items, then the rate of gain initially is higher than the baseline until A increases past three result items, then the strategy becomes less effective and the rate of gain drops below baseline (top-right plot). Interestingly, for query suggestions we see that rate of gain is much higher when suggestions are taken afterwards, and it is only if the user assesses more items per round of feedback does the rate of gain start to decrease and tend towards the baseline (bottom-right plot). Here, we see the query suggestions improve the initial query and bring more relevant information back in subsequent assessment turns – but crucially assessing only a few items and then providing feedback leads to the highest rate of gain for this mixed initiative approach.

To directly compare the different combinations of search strategy and mixed initiative, we have plotted the best performing combinations for each in Fig. 5. Here we can see that the FA-QC (with $F=1$) combination is clearly inferior, while the FF-QS (with $F=1$) leads to a small increase over the baseline. More interestingly, we see that FA-QS (with $F=3$) outperforms the baselines and the other two combinations mentioned. However, FF-QC (with $F=5$) leads to the highest rate of gains overall, if the user is willing to assess five or more results per query. This suggests that there is no dominant strategy/approach but two competing combinations. Thus, for the remainder of our analysis, we focus on these two superior combinations: FF-QC ($F=5$), and FA-QS ($F=3$).

Table 1 provides similar insights as described above, where we have listed the configurations that lead to the higher rate of gain for different strategies/approaches for three levels of gain. The table shows that as the amount of gain desired increases then the FF-QC combination results in the highest rate of gain.

Table 1: For each combination of CSS x MI and for the no feedback condition ($F=0$), the best settings (query $Q^*$, assessment $A^*$, feedback $F^*$, cost $C^*$, and rate of gain $R^*$), on average, to achieve a gain ($G$) of 1, 5 and 9 when the starting query is length 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CSSxMI</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>$Q^*$</th>
<th>$A^*$</th>
<th>$F^*$</th>
<th>$C^*$</th>
<th>$R^*$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Feedback</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 7</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF-QC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 5</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA-QC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 5</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF-QS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA-QS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Feedback</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3 9</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF-QC</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 11</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA-QC</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2 10</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF-QS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2 10</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA-QS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 5</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Feedback</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7 10</td>
<td>791</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF-QC</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2 11</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA-QC</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4 11</td>
<td>842</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF-QS</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5 10</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA-QS</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1 9</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.3 Query Length
To explore our next research question on how the quality of queries influences the choice of strategy and mixed initiative approach taken, we examined how the rate of gain for each combination changed when we varied query length (and consequently the retrieval performance), see. Fig. 6. In the plots, we can see that as query length increases from L=1 to L=4, the rate of gain also increases regardless of condition – which is to be expected [15].

In Fig. 6a we have plotted the rate of gain for FF-QC (F=5). We can see that the increase in query length leads to a higher rate of gain. However, when compared to the no feedback condition, the rate of gain is similar when A is less than 3, but after providing feedback leads to higher rates of gain (when L=4).

A different story emerges in Fig. 6b (right), where we have plotted the rate of gain for FF-QS (F=3). Here, when the length of the starting query is short (L=1), obtaining feedback from query suggestions leads to dramatic improvements in the rate of gain. However, if the starting query is longer (L=4), then the benefit of obtaining feedback via query suggestions leads to smaller increases in the rate of gain. Finally, as the number of assessments a user is willing to make increases, the benefit of feedback rounds from query suggestions diminishes and leads to a similar rate of gain as the no feedback baseline. Essentially, going deeper mitigates conversational interactions.

6.4 Cost of Conversational Turns
To answer our final question, we explore whether changes to the costs affected the viability of the strategy or approach. So far we have used costs grounded by our user study, but what happens if the average cost associated with the different conversational turns changes? To explore how this might affect behaviours, we varied the cost of feedback, in two ways: (i) by halving it and (ii) by doubling it. For FF-QC, Fig. 7a shows that as the feedback cost decreases it leads to a higher rate of gain. And, as the cost of feedback increases, we see that rate of gain decreases, making the combination less attractive when A is low. For FA-QS, Fig. 7c shows that as feedback cost decreases, the rate of gain also increases, and this makes the combination worthwhile up until A is around 5–6 assessments. But when feedback cost increases, then the viability of the combination diminishes quickly. And, in fact, it eventually becomes worse than no feedback at all.

In terms of changes to query cost, when we reduce the cost of querying, then the rate of gain for the baseline increases (as users reach relevant material sooner) – and so we have updated the baselines in Fig. 7b and 7d. For FF-QC, while previously providing clarifications resulted in a higher rate of gain, the decrease in query costs, means that FF-QC is only effective when A is less than 2, after that point re-querying results in a higher rate of gain. For FA-QS, the suggestions still result in a higher rate of gain than the no feedback baseline – but the difference between the feedback and no feedback condition is considerably reduced – and as A gets larger the differences between becomes smaller and smaller. Essentially, once queries become cheap enough, then issuing a series of queries, even if some are poor, is likely to lead to a higher rate of gain (as previously observed in [34] during session search), rather than trying to refine the query through feedback.

Regardless of the combination, we found that if assessment cost decreases then the rate of gain increases, as less time is needed to extract relevant information, and conversely as the assessment cost increase then the rate of gain decreases. However, changing the cost of assessment didn’t impact when to give feedback relative to the number of assessments (plots not shown).

7 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have explored how different CS strategies and different MI approaches combine in the context of a text based CSA where we have simulated CS sessions. In order to do so, we first built upon existing models of IIR to develop a model of the CS process which explicitly includes the core conversational concept of mixed initiative. From the model, we derived two different CS strategies, which have been previously observed in conversational settings. While these strategies reduced the evaluation space, it is still largely intractable
to explore all possible factors and so we focused on the most salient (i.e. number of A, F and Q, given the different conditions).

With respect to the different conditions, we found that there was no dominant CS strategy and MI approach combination. However, we did observe that certain combinations were clearly inferior (e.g. FF-QS and FA-QC), while the choice of combination FA-QC led to higher rates of gain when A was lower, whereas for FF-QC higher rates of were observed when A was greater. Nonetheless, the viability of these combinations was dependent upon the initial query submitted, and the relative cost of giving feedback vs. the cost of querying.

In sum, if (i) the length/quality of the initial queries increases, (ii) the cost of giving feedback increases, (iii) the cost of querying decreases, or (iv) a combination of, then providing feedback regardless of combination becomes less beneficial (resulting in a lower rate of gain), and it may even be detrimental where the rate of gain drops below the no feedback / non-conversational baseline. These findings begin to illuminate the complexities and trade-offs involved in conversational search, where it is clear that certain criteria need to be met for conversational search to be beneficial in terms of the rate of gain.

It should be noted, however, that our findings need to be considered in context. We evaluated one particular type of CSA – a chat/text based CSA like those proposed in [6, 32, 67] – where we employed the traditional IR evaluation approach in a conversational setting. We also used simulation based methodology so that we could begin to explore the large evaluation space (which would be near impossible to do so within a user study). Even so, we could only explore a subset of possibilities and focused on pure strategies with fixed rounds of feedback, etc.. Nonetheless, by evaluating and comparing pure strategies combined with the different mixed initiative approaches, we were still able to observe the strengths and weaknesses of the combinations and better understand the different trade-offs. In practice, however, it is clear that a mixture of different strategies and approaches will be employed and required to optimize the rate of the gain experienced during a CS session. As more interaction data becomes available from deployed CSAs it will be possible to instantiate more nuanced interaction models, and to evaluate other conversational search settings where the costs and gains vary. Clearly, this would change the pay-off dynamics associated with the different conversational turns – and so evaluating different types of CSAs that, for example, try to surface relevant information directly would invariably lead to different strategies evolving. We have also made an assumption that CS should be as efficient as possible (following

Grice’s maxims of conversation [24]) and that the users of CSAs and the CSAs will adapt/evolve to maximise the rate of gain (as per Information Foraging Theory [48]). However, it is possible that the conversation itself has additional benefits leading to greater user satisfaction which may not be captured by focusing solely on gain, cost or rate measures. For example, in previous work, they found that asking a relevant clarification increased user satisfaction in voice-only conversations [35] and so this may lead to other trade-offs emerging with satisfaction. Also, in this work, we solely relied on the TREC assessments. In a more realistic experimental setup, one could compute gain based on the amount of useful information given the agent’s response. But, these are emerging challenges within the context of CS that need to be addressed through the development of more fine grained test collections before we can evaluate such scenarios.

In this paper, we have shown that the choice of search strategy and mixed initiative depends upon a number of factors: the quality of the starting query, the relative costs of querying vs. giving feedback, the number of results the user is willing to assess, and the amount of gain desired. While more work is needed to explore and investigate the effectiveness of different CSA configurations, the methods they used, and the strategies they employ, we have provided a model and framework for evaluating and simulating the conversational search process in an offline/batch setting. This will enable researchers to explore the complexities and trade-offs of design decisions before developing and deploying them in practice.
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